
10U Practice Plan 1
Date: Early Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 30-40

Practice Theme/Goals: Skating ABCs, early season acclimation to ice

Equipment Required: Ice marker, soccer ball, dividers, tires, cones, ringette

WARMUP  
Free Play (6 minutes)
Let the kids play with a variety of objects (black pucks, blue pucks, 
tennis balls, soft balls, ringette rings, etc).

STATIONS
Place players in stations based on ability. If possible, have the 
players in different colored jerseys in two teams in each station. On 
the whistle, the players will travel clockwise around the rink.

Station 1: Bumper Tag (9 minutes)
Play tag around a bumper. Have the players perform different 
types of skating, forward, backward, no crossovers (duck walk on 
the turns facing the middle), one player with a puck and the other 
chasing the puck carrier, both players with a puck. Force players to 
stay within a sticks length of the bumper.

Station 2: Ringette Keep-Away (9 minutes)
Have two players on a half of the faceoff circle play keep-away 
with a ringette. Force the players to play in the given space. If the 
player in possession of the ringette allows the ringette to touch the 
center line, drawn by the coach, or any part of their half circle, the 
defending player gets possession of the ringette. Go for 25 seconds, 
then two new players jump into each half of the faceoff circle. With 
3 minutes left in the station, split the group into two teams and play 
a game of ringette using cones as goals. Put one cone at the goal 
line and one cone beyond the top of the circle.  You score by hitting 
the cone with the ringette.

Station 3: Puck Control with Fakes and Shot (9 minutes)
Players skate through obstacle course using fakes at the tires. Push 
or pull to the forehand and a shot at the shooting line. On course 1, 
it’s a tight turn both ways then a push or pull to the forehand for a 
shot at the line. On course 2, it’s a drag at the tires to the forehand 
side at both sets of tires and a shot at the line.

Station 4: Tire Push Game (9 minutes)
Each team scores a point when they push a tire to touch the 
opposite boards. Keep 2 to 3 tires in play, and dropping a new one 
in the center ice after a point is scored. Players should focus on 
driving with their legs and using their inside edges to push the tires.

Goalies: Walk the Dog
Coach carries puck from left to right while goalie follows along 
staying belly button to puck, maintaining good depth and holding 
edges. Coach shoots at any point in travel, then plays out rebound 
if available. Drill then starts over from opposite side.

GAMES
Game 1 – Ringette (9 minutes)
Play cross-ice 4v4 ringette. Score by hitting a cone with the ringette. 
No goalies. Goalies play out. 40-second shifts.  Switch ends after 
the 9 minutes.

Game 2 – Soccer (ABCs) (9 minutes)
Use all three zones. Play soccer 5v5 or 4v4 cross-ice in 
40-second shifts in whatever number that allows players to 
participate every other shift. Kick ball with side of the foot only. 
No goalies, goalies play out. Switch ends after nine minutes.



10U Practice Plan 2
Date: Early Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 30-40

Practice Theme/Goals: Basic skills, early season acclimation to ice

Equipment Required: Ice marker, cones, tires

WARMUP (10 minutes)
Players pair up with one puck per pair. On the whistle, play 1v1 keepaway 
with their partner. Have players stay in a confined area attempting to 
stickhandle around or through their partner. Play for 40 seconds, rest for 
40 seconds. On the whistle to rest, players stand 15’ apart and pass to 
one another. Forehand passes, backhand passes, and bullet passes (pass 
as hard as possible). Players must make a different type of pass on each 
repetition.

Goalies: Goalies pair up and play catch with a medium-sized ball while 
doing lateral steps. During rest time, stationary passing.

STATIONS
On the whistle to change station, players do 5 jumping jacks before moving 
on to the next activity. Coaches distribute water at each station as players 
arrive.

Station 1: Net Tag (10 minutes)
Players attempt to evade the tagger using the nets or tires as a screen. This 
activity can be done 1v1 in pairs or with multiple players at the same time. 
Puck can also be given to the evading players to work on puck control 
while reading the opponents’ position.

Station 2: Puck Control – Chaos (10 minutes)
Players carry a puck at half speed in the designated area. On a command, 
the players pick up the pace. Change the size of the designated area to 
smaller or larger to force heads up and awareness.

Station 3: Musical Cones (10 minutes)
Coach puts out one less cone than players in the station.  Players all start in 
the middle of the zone. When coach says go, it’s a race to an open cone. 
Only one player allowed at each cone. The player without a cone comes 
back to the middle. On the next ‘go’ command, the players must perform 
a skating movement of some type: pivots, power turns edge work, balance 
work, etc. All players must perform the skating movement before a race to 
a new cone.

Station 4: Wrist Shot Shooting (10 minutes)
Each player starts with 10 pucks. Practice wrist shots by selecting a target 
on the boards and shooting with head up, weight transfer and good follow 
through. Coach provides feedback if necessary. Then they play a 1v1 or 
2v2 game (depending on the number of kids) with a designated shooter. 
The puck gets spotted into the zone and a battle for possession ensues. 
Whoever wins possession gets the puck to the designated shooter who 
must shoot a quick wrist shot. The original puck possession team must 
battle for rebounds while the other team tries to win possession and 
reverse the roles by getting the puck to their shooter. Every first shot must 
come from the designated shooter.

Goalies: Out-and-In, In-and-Out
Coach carries puck either outside to inside or vice versa. Goalie follows 
staying belly button to puck, maintaining good depth and holding edges. 
Coach shoots at any point in travel. Play out rebounds before starting again.

GAME
Gretzky Game (10 minutes)
Play cross-ice 2v2 or 3v3 depending on the number of players. The puck 
must go to the player (Gretzky) behind the offensive net first before the 
initial scoring chance. Gretzky can only pass.



10U Practice Plan 3
Date: Early Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 30-40

Practice Theme/Goals: Skill development, fun, competitiveness, contact

Equipment Required: Cones, tires, bumpers

WARMUP
3-Zone Warmup: 40 second stations (12 minutes)
All the players start at one end of the rink. On the whistle, the first 2 players 
from each line jump into Zone 1. On the next whistle, the first 4 players 
move to Zone 2 and 2 new players come out of each line so by the third 
whistle there are 12 players going with four in each zone. On the fourth 
whistle, the group in Zone 3 skates back to the original end and gets in 
their line. The groups will be performing three different things in each 
zone. Zone 1: Four-person pass and go. There will be one puck and all four 
players must move to support and give and go, always facing the puck. 
Zone 2: 2v2 keep-away first couple of times in a small space, next couple 
of times use bigger space. Zone 3: 2v2 give-and-go with coach. Team with 
possession must go through coach before they can score. All transition 
must go through coach. If greater numbers, then go 3v3.

STATIONS
Station 1: Net Tag with Pucks (8 minutes)
Players begin with pucks and attempt to evade the tagger using the nets 
or tires as a screens. Once the tagger steals a puck the roles are reversed.

Station 2: Musical Pucks (8 minutes)
Players skate in the designated space with a puck. Coach takes the puck 
from one of the players and puts it into the net. The puck is live until it goes 
into the net. Any player without a puck must now help the coach steal 
other players’ pucks and put them into the net.

Station 3: Forward and Backward Tag (8 minutes)
Players play tag within a confined area. When a player has been tagged, 
that player becomes the tagger. Using the center red line to divide the ice, 
all players must skate forward on one side of the red line and pivot to skate 
backward on the opposite side.

Station 4: Guard the Gate (8 minutes)
Using a ringette, one player is trying to get through the gate while the 
other is trying to guard the gate and not allow the ringette-carrying player 
through the gate. The defending player must use an angle and use body 
contact to defend the gate. Focus on good angles, feet moving, head up 
and good body contact with the shoulder and hip.

Station 5: 1v1 with Low Outlet (8 minutes)
Play 1v1 in a small area. Outlet players are below the offensive goal lines 
and can’t score. They only pass. Players in the middle must make a pass to 
their outlet player before attacking. Play 40-second shifts.

Station 6: Box Tag (8 minutes)
Build a box out of bumpers. Put one player inside the box. The rest of the 
players are on the outside of the box. In order to get a point, the players on 
the outside must enter into the box by jumping over the bumpers and get 
out of the box without getting tagged. If they get tagged, they replace the 
player inside the box.

Goalies: Middle-Out Skill Development
Mix up where goalie starts drill (posts, 45s, middle of net). Goalie pushes 
out to be square with puck. Shooter shoots to either gloves or on the ice to 
either side of goalie so goalie can execute various, proper save techniques. 
Shooter needs to move to different shooting locations. No more than 3 
shots from the same place.



10U Practice Plan 4
Date: Mid-Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 30-40

Practice Theme/Goals: Defensive zone coverage/offensive zone play, puck support

Equipment Required: Nets (5), cones or tires, ice marker

WARMUP
4 Corners Give-and-Go (8 minutes)
Four players, each with a puck in the middle of each zone as diagrammed. 
Players pass give & go with the first player in each line at the four corners 
staying in their zone. Players should talk and read which of the players are 
open so two players do not pass to the same player at the same time. A 
new group of four players rotate into the middle after 30 seconds.

Goalies: Edges Around Center Circle
Create various patterns for goalies to follow using shuffles, T-pushes, C-cuts 
and slides.

3v3 Support Game (8 minutes)
Have two groups on the boards at each end. Coach throws a puck into the 
middle of the zone and 3 players from each group try to gain initial possession. 
The objective of the game is to get possession and pass to the other two 
players on your team. Each player must touch the puck and then pass it to the 
support coach who is moving around in the zone to win the point.

Goalies: Zone Work with Shot
Goaltender starts on the post and shuffles to opposite post along goal line 
while looking into all 4 zones behind the net. Once goalie arrives at far 
post, he/she pushes off post, sets feet while getting square to puck. Shooter 
shoots in various spots and from various spots. Use other goalies to move 
the puck from zone to zone.

STATIONS
Station 1: Battle in the Box (9 minutes)
Draw a box on the ice as shown. Play 2v2 in the box, one group of two 
is on offense the other group of two is on defense. Coach is outside the 
box with pucks. Coach feeds five pucks to the offensive group and they 
try to score as many goals as they can. Focus on defensive and offensive 
concepts, make sure all players get the chance to be on O and D and make 
sure, as the coach, that you switch sides halfway through. Have coach 
move and insert pucks from various angles.

Station 2: Push/Pull Shooting (9 minutes)
Push the puck to open space or pull the puck to open space.  Teach the 
kids how to use the space to the outside or inside of a defender. Players 
should strive to get to open space, then shoot quickly.

Station 3: 1v1/2v1 Low Play (9 minutes)
Coach dumps a puck into the corner, two players activate and compete 
to gain puck possession. The player who gains possession becomes the 
attacker and tries to get to the net front to score. The other player becomes 
the defender and tries to take the puck away from the attacker and pass it 
to coach. After 3-5 seconds, coach sends in a second player to support the 
attacker and they play 2v1 and try to score.

Station 4: Own the Middle (9 minutes)
Coach spots a puck into zone initiating 1v1 battle. The player that gains 
possession passes back to the coach. Both players must then skate outside-
in and around their designated cone. Coach places puck up the middle 
for loose puck race. The player that gains possession can attack the net. 
Each change of possession must be passed back to coach and a new race 
around the cones ensues. Play for 30-40 seconds.

GAME
4v4 Breakout vs. Forecheck (8 minutes)
The coach designates a defensive end for both teams and an offensive end 
of the rink for both teams. The goal is then to have the group on offense, 

2
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3

forecheck the puck and try to score. The defensive team is trying to get 
possession and break the puck out over the blue line. It’s a continuous 
game.  As soon as a goal is scored or the goalie freezes the puck or the 
defensive team skates or passes the puck over the blue line, the coach 
throws another puck into that zone and the next group of players 
enter into the zone and battle for possession. Play 2v2, 3v3, 4v4 or 
5v5 depending on the number of players at the practice.



10U Practice Plan 5
Date: Mid-Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 30-40

Practice Theme/Goals: Coordination, athleticism, puck skills

Equipment Required: Nets (3), pucks, cones or tires/bumpers

WARMUP
Chaos (4 minutes)
Players carry a puck around the rink attempting to dodge and weave 
around other players. Coaches can reduce the space to increase difficulty.

Goalies: Rise from the Dead
Goalie starts drill lying on back in crease. When coach taps stick, goalie 
gets to feet as quick as possible while locating the shooter. Goalies not in 
net are moving in various directions to create distractions for goalie in the 
crease. Shooter takes shot just before goalie is set to make the goalie have 
to make save off angle/balance. Everyone plays rebound. Shooter must 
shoot from various locations on the ice.

STATIONS
Station 1: Gap Up Drill (8 minutes)
Offensive player skates to dot, stops and grabs a puck from either pile and 
attacks 1v1. Defensive player activates on the stop, and gaps up to play 
1v1. Coach yells ‘second puck’ and the offensive player goes to the other 
pile and grabs a puck and the defensive player gaps back up for the second 
1v1.

Station 2: Trucks, Trailers and Dogfight (8 minutes)
Have players pair up, each with a puck. Designate which player is the truck 
and which player is the trailer to start. On the signal to start, the trucks try 
to shake their trailer and the trailer attempts to stay directly behind and as 
close as possible to their truck. After 30 to 40 seconds, switch trucks and 
trailers. Dogfight: Have the trailer try to touch the truck’s skate with their 
puck. On touch, players switch roles. Condense the space to increase the 
conflict and encourage awareness.

Station 3: 1v1 Battle for Puck and Score (8 minutes)
Split the group into two teams and set up a small target for each team (a 
tire or cone so the puck stays in play). Put a puck in the middle and have 
the first two players in each line battle to score as many goals as they can 
in about 30 seconds (touching puck to tire). Coach throws new pucks into 
drill if a puck leaves the playing area. Tell the puck carrier to score as many 
times as they can to force the defender to battle and the offensive player 
to stay in the scoring area.

Station 4: Forecheck vs. Breakout (8 minutes)
Defensive player tries to skate the puck behind the net then out through 
the two cones. The two fore-checking players try to take the puck away 
and score 2v1. The coach sends checker 1 and checker 2 at different times 
to force them to make good reads, use angles and their bodies to win the 
puck. Make sure every player gets the opportunity to play each position. 
Encourage body contact.

Station 5: Chaos Passing (8 minutes)
Have players pair up and move around the zone passing with their partner 
while avoiding the other players. After a few minutes, begin to reduce the 
space. Find a balance between success and failure for the players. Then 
change to 2v2 keep-away.

Station 6: Own the Middle (8 minutes)
Play 2v2 or 1v1 depending on the number of players. Coach throws a puck 
into the zone; two or four players battle to get the puck to the coach. They 
then have to skate around their cone and then the coach passes back to 
the player or team who passed the puck to the coach. They attack the net 
to score. The player or team who lost initial possession must skate around 
their cone then play D. Every transition must go through the coach and the 
player or players must skate around the cones from the outside back into 

the middle of the zone. If the puck leaves the playing area, put a new 
puck into the game. Have the shifts go for about 25-30 seconds.

GAME
1v1, 2v1, 2v2, 3v2, 3v3 (8 minutes)
Play cross ice. Coach throws a puck into the zone; the first two players 
on each team attack it for possession. The player who wins the puck 
now has a decision to make: Do I attack or do I give the puck to the 
next player on my team for the odd-man advantage? This continues 
until 3v3 happens and then the process starts again from the initial 
1v1. If the player choses to use a player on their team for the odd-man 
advantage, the coach only gives them 3-4 seconds of advantage and 
then sends in another player from the defending team. A team may 
only have a 1-player advantage.



10U Practice Plan 6
Date: Mid-Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 30-40

Practice Theme/Goals: Skating and attacking skills

Equipment Required: Ice marker, tires, cones

WARMUP
Free Play (5 minutes)
Let the kids play with a variety of objects (black pucks, blue pucks, tennis 
balls, soft balls, ringette rings, etc.). 

Chaos Progression (12 minutes)
Start with each player carrying a puck around the zone looking to dart 
in and out of traffic with their head up. Speed is not the goal; handling 
the puck with awareness is the goal. On the whistle, add in various 
skating maneuvers for 10 seconds before returning to chaos, i.e., figure 
8s, forward-to-backward figure 8s, stop and start both directions, shuffle 
stride around the ice, etc. Next, have players pair up for trucks and trailers 
with one leader and one follower. Follower must stay as close to the leader 
as possible. Switch to rockets and spaceships, on coach’s signal, have the 
leader accelerate for 10 seconds before returning to ¾ speed.

Goalies: Circle Edges
Place goalies in different spots around the same circle. Create various 
patterns and movements for goalies to work on edges.

Goalies: Boards Bank Shots
Set net up in corner, on an angle, beside the boards. Coach shoots puck off 
boards at net. After multiple shots, turn net to face other way. This is not a 
rapid-fire drill; let goalie get set on puck before shooting next shot.

STATIONS
Station 1: Backward Tag (8 minutes)
Have players pair up with someone of similar skating ability. Start with 
one player skating backward and his partner attempting to tag him on the 
shoulder. If tagged, the roles are reversed with the new backward skater 
allowed a 3-second getaway. Continuous play.

Station 2: ABCs (8 minutes)
Drop to knees and up, moving forward, head and chest up. Drop to knees 
and up, moving backward. Drop to single knee and up, alternate knees, 
moving forward. Drop to single knee and up, alternate knees, moving 
backward. Teach duck walk around tires or cones. Repeat all with pucks. 
Encourage the goalies to go through this station as well.

Station 3: 2v2 with Outlets (8 minutes)
Play 2v2 cross-ice. On a change of possession, players must pass to a coach 
before they can attack the net.

Station 4: 1v1 Out of Corner (Angling) (8 minutes)
The attacking player starts in the corner with a puck (from knees, on 
stomach, etc.). On whistle, the attacker jumps up and attacks the net with 
a defender starting in front of the net. Play until a goal is scored, goalie 
covers puck or defender steals puck and passes back to coach. Angle with 
stick on puck, encourage contact.

Goalies: Mad Scramble
Turn net so goal mouth faces boards. Line up players from post to boards. 
Coach drops puck in middle of players. Game ends when goalie covers 
puck(s), players score, or puck(s) leave playing area. Coaches can add 
more pucks as game goes on.

GAME
Team Handball (11 minutes)
Without sticks, using a soccer ball, players pass the ball to each other and 
attempt to score on the opponent’s net. They can only carry the ball a 
maximum of 3 strides before a pass. The goal is to not let the ball touch 
the ice.



10U Practice Plan 7
Date: Mid-Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 30-40

Practice Theme/Goals: Skating, ABCs, timing, body contact

Equipment Required: Dividers, cones, soccer balls, ringettes

WARMUP
Knockout then Shooting (10 minutes)
Play between the blue lines. Everybody has a puck they must skate 
in the neutral zone, protecting their puck while trying to knock 
other players’ pucks over one of the blue lines. If a player’s puck 
goes over one of the blue lines, they must go to one of the ends, 
find a puck and take ten shots on the boards, wrist, snap, backhand. 
The last player with a puck wins. Once you get down to 6 players, 
put them in the center circle. Hold accountable to space.

Goalies: 4-Way Stop
Goalies 3 and 2 begin making passes back and forth. If Goalies 4 
or 1 chase the puck holder, the puck holder must skate away from 
chaser and make complete pass behind goalie standing still. Once 
pass is completed, goalies skate back to their starting position and 
continue drill. Goalies need to communicate and keep their heads 
up.

STATIONS
Station 1: 1-Second Game (9 minutes)
Everyone plays. Nets moved up to the tops of the circles. Player 
can only have the puck on their stick for 1 second and has to move 
it. Players in line cannot be pressured, so it’s man-on-man in the 
middle. Play 2v2, 3v3 or 4v4 depending on the number of kids. The 
objective is to move the puck up the ice using your teammates in 
the middle or your teammates in line to score a goal. Everyone on 
the ice is in the game. Play for 25 seconds then, on the whistle, four 
new players from line replace their teammates in the middle.

Station 2: Ringette (Contact) (9 minutes)
Draw a line through the face-off circle. Play 1v1 keep-away in each 
half and encourage body contact. Players can be physical as long as 
the stick is down and they make body contact in an attempt to play 
the ring. Encourage body contact while attempting to gain puck.

Station 3: Passing Tug of War (9 minutes)
Coach puts his glove in the middle of the zone. Then split the group 
into two teams. Use as many pucks as you can get. Coach says go 
and the players, using the proper technique, pass the puck at the 
glove and try to push as close to the other team as possible. Play 
forehand, backhand, sauce pass over sticks.

Station 4: 2v2 Tight Space Game (Contact) (9 minutes)
Play 2v2 for 40-second shifts. Emphasis is on scoring. Add in 
different rules. Goal counts as 2 if shot off of pass, backhand goal 
counts as 2, etc. Encourage body contact while attempting to gain 
puck possession.

GAME
2v2, 3v3 with Outlets (14 minutes)
Play 2v2 or 3v3 cross-ice. On change of possession, the players 
must pass to one of the two outlet players before they can attack 
the net. USE PLAYERS AS OUTLET PASSER.



10U Practice Plan 8
Date: Late Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 30-40

Practice Theme/Goals: Basic skills, passing and team play

Equipment Required: Dividers and tires

STATIONS
On the whistle to change station, players do 5 jumping jacks before 
moving on to the next activity. Coaches distribute water at each station.

Goalies
One coach/player stands in front of goalie and redirects shot from 
coach. Play out rebounds. Make sure shots come from different 
angles and areas of the ice.

Station 1: Passing (9 minutes)
Start with a few minutes of stationary partner passing to work on 
technique, sweep puck, forehand and backhand. Next progress 
to monkey-in-the-middle game: Players begin around the outside 
of the circle. The player in the middle attempts to intercept passes 
made between the outside players. If the player in the middle steals 
the puck, he/she moves to the outside and a new player takes his/
her place.

Station 2: Mirror Puck Control (9 minutes)
Players pair up with one partner on each side of the line. One 
is designated as the leader and the other player mirrors his or 
her movements. Players must try not to turn their backs to their 
partners so that they work both forward and backward skating. Try 
to maintain eye contact between partners.

Station 3: 1v1 – Fake Only (Body Contact) (9 minutes)
Players compete in a confined area 1v1 for 30-second shifts. Only 
fakes on the goalie are allowed to score. No shooting. Have the 
additional players work on stationary passing skills (forehand, 
backhand, bullet, catch forehand pull backhand and pass, etc.) 
Encourage body contact while using good stick-on-puck technique 
to gain possession.

Station 4: Double Net Support (9 minutes)
Play 2v2 or 3v3 depending on the number of players. Each team 
has a designated passer. On change of possession players must use 
their passer before they can attempt to score. Passer cannot shoot 
or be pressured.

Station 5: 2v1 Keep-Away (9 minutes)
Divide players into groups of three. Two players attempt to play 
keep-away from the other player in their group. If the puck is stolen, 
a new player becomes the odd player out.

GAME
3-Zone Game (12 minutes)
Players will be placed in one of three zones but will be on one 
of two teams. Coach throws multiple pucks into the game. Players 
must move pucks from their d-zone to teammates in the n-zone, 
then the n-zone players must move the pucks to their teammates in 
their designated offensive zone. Coach throws pucks into the game 
if needed after goals are scored. Keep a running score. After 5 
minutes, have the players move to the zone they have not played in. 
Each player should play in the d-zone, n-zone and offensive zone.



10U Practice Plan 9
Date: Late Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 30-40

Practice Theme/Goals: Basic skills, angling and body positioning

Equipment Required: Nets (4), dividers, tires

WARMUP
4 Corners and Support Game (10 minutes)
Begin with the first player in each line moving into the zone with a puck. 
Make eye contact with one of the lines, pass and get a one-touch pass 
back. Tight turn, accelerate for 3 strides and then find a new line to pass 
with. 20-second shifts.

Next, is a 2v2 competition in each zone. This is a puck-possession game 
with two rules: the two Xs or Os must get the puck and give it to a player in 
the front of any of the four lines. The player then gives it back to the team 
that gave it to them. Team with possession must then give it to a player 
in the front of a line on the other side of the rink to score another point. 
30-second shifts with the first player in each line becoming the competing 
players and the 4 that where in the middle going back to the end of their 
line.

Goalies: 2 x 2
2 goalies start in the crease with 1 on each post plus 1 goalie on each side 
of net to stop rebounds and pass back to coach. One goalie pushes off 
the post to be square to shot. Coach shoots either low stick or glove for 
fundamental save. Goalie at side of net stops rebound, then passes back to 
coach. Goalie at top of crease follows rebound, then pushes back to post. 
Goalie on opposite post repeats drill. Make sure to switch positions for 
goalies during drill.

STATIONS
Station 1: Forecheck vs. Breakout (8 minutes)
Defensive player tries to skate the puck behind the net then out through 
the two cones. The two fore-checking players try to take the puck away 
and score 2v1. The coach sends checker 1 and checker 2 at different times 
to force them to make good reads, use angles and their bodies to win the 
puck. Make sure every player gets the opportunity to play each position. 
Encourage body contact.

Station 2: Transition Skate Angling (8 minutes)
Offensive player with puck and defender start on whistle. O must skate 
completely around the first tire so he/she completes the full rotation 
skating out the net side of the tire before skating through the middle of 
the two top tires as diagrammed. D skates forward to backward around 
the single tire as diagrammed as few (once) or as many (up to the player) 
times in order to create proper speed and gap with offensive player. O tries 
to score, D tries to protect the middle of the ice & angle O out of the play.

Station 3: Guard the Gate 1v1/2v2 (8 minutes)
Place tires 8 feet apart as diagrammed. The player starting with the puck 
faces away from tires with defender off his/her back. To start, the defender 
slides puck between Os legs. O reacts to puck and tries to carry puck 
between the two tires. Defender must use body & stick position to defend 
gate. Roles immediately reverse on change of possession. 30-second shifts.

Station 4: Pit Support (8 minutes)
Coach spots puck in pit for players to compete 2v2. On every turnover, 
offensive players must make at least one pass to either support player 
before attacking. Both support players are always on offense but cannot 
shoot. 30- to 40-second shifts. 

Station 5: Nobles 2v2 (8 minutes)
Coach starts with pass to offensive team. Defenders work to gain possession 
& pass to any teammate who is waiting on the side (at blue or behind goal 
line). The 2 defenders who passed to their teammate leave the zone and 

the 2 original offensive players transition to defense. The 2 new players 
who received the pass attack on offense. Play is continuous.

GAME
Breakout or Forecheck (10 minutes)
Coaches identify which team is offense and which team is on defense. 
A coach oversees each zone and game is played 3v3 simultaneously 
with one team attacking to score and one team attempting to breakout 
by skating the puck over the blue line. A new puck is put in play once 
a goal is scored, a stoppage of play is earned, or the defending team 
breaks the puck out over the blue line.



10U Practice Plan 10
Date: Late Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 40-45

Practice Theme/Goals: ABCs, body positioning

Equipment Required: Nets (5), tires, ice marker, ringette rings

WARMUP
Chaos Progression (12 minutes)
Start with each player carrying a puck around the zone looking to dart in 
and out of traffic with their head up. Speed is not the goal, handling the 
puck with awareness is the goal. On the whistle, add in various skating 
maneuvers for 10 seconds before returning to chaos, i.e., figure 8s, 
forward-to-backward figure 8, stop and start both directions, shuffle stride 
around the ice, etc. Next, have players pair up for trucks and trailers with 
one leader and one follower. Follower must stay as close to the leader as 
possible. Switch to rockets and spaceships, on coach’s signal, have the 
leader accelerate for 10 seconds before returning to ¾ speed.

Goalies: Puck Placement (6 minutes)
Partner up. Starting at goal line, one goalie takes puck and does one T-push 
toward blue line, leaves puck and does a T-push back to the goal line. The 
partner then T-pushes out to puck and moves puck one T-push further, 
then leaves puck and T-pushes back to goal line. Drill repeats. Mix up 
movements (C-cuts, T-push, shuffles).

Goalies: 4-Way Stop (6 minutes)
Goalies 3 and 2 begin passing back and forth. If Goalie 4 or 1 chases the 
puck holder, the puck holder must skate away from chaser and complete a 
pass behind goalie standing still. Once pass is completed, goalies skate back 
to their starting position and continue drill. Goalies need to communicate 
and keep their heads up.

STATIONS
Station 1: Crossfire (9 minutes)
Split into 2 teams of 4 players. Game starts with 2v2 in the middle of the 
Square and their supporting 2 teams across from each other. Teams score 
points by completing passes from one outside player to a middle player 
then to their opposite side player. Teach players on the outside of the 
square to move laterally to support.

Station 2: Royal Road (9 minutes)
Coach draws line down middle of playing area. Two offensive players 
attack 2 defenders. When defenders gain control of puck, they pass to 
teammates at blue line and go to the end of the line. New offensive players 
attack the previous offensive players who are now defenders. If a goal is 
scored off of a play where the puck is carried or passed across the middle 
line, it counts as an additional point (2). Play is continuous.

Station 3: Always on Powerplay Game (9 minutes)
Draw a center line to divide the zone and play 3v3 for 40-second shifts. 
One player from each team (predetermined) must always stay on the 
offensive side of the line, thus one team will always have a 3v2 advantage. 

Station 4: Slot Shot Designated Shooter (9 minutes)
2v2 with a designated shooter for each team. Coach throws a puck in the 
zone and the two teams of two battle for possession. Puck is then moved 
to their designated shoot of for shot on goal. Immediate rebound can 
be scored and all possession changes must initiate a pass to that teams 
designated shooter.

Station 5: Corner 2v2 from Back of the Net (9 minutes)
Coach dumps a puck into the corner. The team that wins possession is on 
offense. The other two players are on D. If the offensive team can get the 
puck to the next player on their team, they will have a 3v2 low and can use 
the back of the net.  If the puck transitions to the defending team, they must 
get the puck to the coach to win.



10U Practice Plan 11
Date: Late Season Time: 60 minutes Number of Players: 30-40

Practice Theme/Goals: Puck possession

Equipment Required: Nets (4)

WARMUP  
Sharks and Minnows (7 minutes)
Select a few sharks to begin as taggers. The Sharks can only skate 
backwards. Have the minnows start at one end and try to skate to 
opposite goal line without being tagged. If tagged, they become a 
shark.

SKILL DRILLS  
Backward Tag (7 minutes)
Players pair up with someone of similar skating ability. Start with 
one player skating backward and his/her partner attempting to tag 
him/her on the shoulder. If tagged, the roles are reversed with the 
new backward skater allowed a 3-second getaway. Continuous play 
for 7 minutes.

Puck Protection (6 minutes)
Keep the same pairs. Start with one player in physical contact with 
the puck carrier, directly behind him/her. Have players attempt to 
possess the puck in a small space positioning their body between 
the puck and the opponent. During rest intervals, have players pass 
with their partner (cannot stand still and must include a fake before 
passing).

Goalies: Logatron (6 minutes)
Goalies create square with backs to middle. Coach attempts to get 
puck while goalies use body to protect it and pass to either their 
left or right.

STATIONS
Station 1: 2v2 Possession (10 minutes)
In groups of 4, players of similar ability play 2v2 keep-away. During 
rest intervals, have players pass within their group (cannot stand still 
and must include a fake before passing).

Station 2: Chaos with Agility (10 minutes)
All players have a puck skating around the zone. They are instructed 
to be creative with the puck and demonstrate fakes. On signal from 
the coach, they perform a designated agility twice, then return 
to handling the puck around the zone. Agility examples include: 
tight turn figure-8; forward-to-backward figure 8; stop start both 
ways and accelerate for 3-5 hard strides; 360 tight turn each way. 
Continuous movement for 10 minutes.

Station 3: Cross-Ice 1v1 (10 minutes)
Divide players into 2 teams. Play 1v1 cross-ice for 2 shifts each. Play 
another 2 shifts and switch opponents again, etc.

GAME
Gretzky Game (10 minutes)
Players compete 3v3 cross-ice with an extra player below goal line. Every 
change of possession you must pass to your team’s extra player before you 
can score.


